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Abstract 

The effective density and size-resolved volatility of particles emitted from a Rolls-Royce Gnome 

helicopter turboshaft engine are measured at two engine speed settings (13,000 and 22,000 RPM). The 

effective density of denuded and undenuded particles were measured. The denuded effective densities 

are similar to the effective densities of particles from a gas turbine with a double annular combustor as 

well as a wide variety of internal combustion engines. The denuded effective density measurements 

were also used to estimate the size and number of primary particles in the soot aggregates. The primary 

particle size estimates show that the primary particle size was smaller at lower engine speed (in 

agreement with transmission electron microscopy analysis). As a demonstration, the size-resolved 

volatility of particles emitted from the engine are measured with a system consisting of a differential 

mobility analyzer, centrifugal particle mass analyzer, condensation particle counter, and catalytic 

stripper. This system determines the number distributions of particles that contain or do not contain 

non-volatile material, and the mass distributions of non-volatile material, volatile material condensed 

onto the surface of non-volatile particles, and volatile material forming independent particles (e.g. 

nucleated volatile material). It was found that the particulate at 13,000 RPM contained a measurable 

fraction of purely volatile material with diameters below ~25 nm and had a higher mass fraction of 

volatile material condensed on the surface of the soot (6–12%) compared to the 22,000 RPM condition 

(1–5%). This study demonstrates the potential to quantify the distribution of volatile particulate matter 

and gives additional information to characterize sampling effects with regulatory measurement 

procedures.  

1. Introduction 

Particulate emissions from aircraft engines contribute to anthropogenic climate forcing and affect 

human health (Unal et al. 2005; Woody et al. 2011). Aviation emissions are expected to grow as 

commercial air traffic is expected to more than double its 2010 levels by the year 2030 (ICAO 2013). 

Non-volatile particles from aircraft engines typically form as aggregates of carbon primary particles 



typically 10–20 nm in diameter (Liati et al. 2014; Boies et al. 2015), bound together in fractal-like 

branching chain structures. Sizes of such aggregates generally appear in distributions with count median 

mobility-equivalent diameters of 10 to 40 nm (Kinsey et al. 2010; Boies et al. 2015; Lobo et al. 2015). 

Here, we will use the term ‘soot’ to refer to these aggregates excluding any other species (e.g. organics, 

sulfate, etc.) that may be condensed on it. The relationship between particle mass and particle mobility 

of the soot is used to convert particle size distributions to particle mass distributions and can provide 

insight into its morphological properties (e.g. primary particle size; Dastanpour et al. 2016). The mass-

mobility relationship is often expressed in term of the particle effective density, defined as the mass 

divided by the mobility-equivalent volume, which is often measured using a differential mobility 

analyzer (DMA) with a centrifugal particle mass analyzer (CPMA) or an aerosol particle mass analyzer 

(APM), and condensation particle counter (CPC). The effective densities of soot are typically found to 

follow a power-law relationship, with effective density decreasing for increasing mobility-equivalent 

diameters (Durdina et al. 2014; Johnson et al. 2015; Lobo et al. 2015; Abegglen et al. 2015).  

The soot emitted from turbine engines is often mixed with semi-volatile or volatile components 

generally believed to be sulfate, from sulfur in the fuel, or organic carbon (OC), from exhausted 

lubricating oil or from the products of incomplete combustion (Timko et al. 2010). The volatile material 

may exist as pure volatile particles formed via nucleation, or the volatile material may condense onto or 

envelope non-volatile particles forming particles of the two species. The volatile material existing on the 

soot or as independent particles can have a significant effect on the particle optical and hygroscopic 

properties, both of which are important in assessing the climate impact of particulate emissions.  

Particle emission regulations are being developed for aircraft given the importance of the emissions in 

terms of climate and human health. Currently the International Civil Aviation Organization is developing 

regulations based only on the non-volatile component with a measurement and sampling system 

described by the Aerospace Information Report 6241 (SAE AIR6241 2013); where the non-volatile 

particle number is measured with a volatile particle remover and CPC, and the mass of black carbon is 

measured using laser-induced incandescence or photoacoustic techniques. 

The purpose of this work is to determine the effective density and size-resolved volatility of particles 

emitted from a Rolls-Royce Gnome helicopter turboshaft engine, at two engine speed settings. Firstly, 

the effective densities of the particles are measured in two states:  a denuded state (where all volatile 

material is removed from the soot) and an undenuded state. The undenuded effective density is needed 

to determine the volatility of the particles, while the denuded effective density gives the effective 

density of the soot aggregates. The effective density of the soot provides information on the 

morphology of the soot aggregates. Previously, only one study has been conducted on the effective 

density of denuded soot aggregates for turbine engines (Johnson et al., 2015) and no effective density 

measurements have been conducted on a helicopter turboshaft engine. Secondly, the measurement of 

the size-resolved volatility of particles is demonstrated using a combination of a DMA, CPMA, CPC, and 

catalytic stripper. This system quantifies the number and mass distributions of volatile and non-volatile 

material in the particulate and determines whether the material exists as pure (single-species) particles 

or multi-species particles. 



2. Experimental Setup 

The effective density and the size-segregated volatility measurements followed the methodology of 

Dickau et al. (2016), which is described briefly here. All instruments used in this study are identical to 

those in Dickau et al. (2016). 

 

FIGURE 1: Experimental setup for measurements of the volatile mass fraction and volatile particle 

number fraction, showing the sampling system and the DMA-CPMA setup. 

Figure 1 shows the experimental setup used to measure the Gnome particle emissions. These 

measurements were performed as part of a larger campaign (Mass Assessment of nvPM Technology 

Readiness for Aviation; MANTRA) and other instruments not relevant to this paper are not shown. The 

amount of volatile material condensed into the particle-phase will depend on the sampling system. In 

particular, dilution, sample line temperature, and residence time will all affect homogeneous and 

heterogeneous nucleation processes in turbine exhaust (Peck et al. 2012). Dilution ratio, sample line 

temperature, sample flow rate, tube diameters and lengths are shown in Figure 1.  

The Gnome engine is a turboshaft helicopter engine of late 1950’s design, with a pressure ratio of 8.4 

and a maximum power output of 1500 hp. A 2-stage turbine drives a 10 stage axial compressor and has 

an annular combustor. The free-turbine for driving the load is removed for simpler testbed installation 

and operation. Engine conditions were varied by controlling the shaft speed from low (13,000 RPM; idle-

type) to high (22,000 RPM, near take-off shaft speed) conditions (noting that full take-off power 

condition was not achievable due to a volume limitation of the exhaust extraction system). The 

experiments were performed using commercial aircraft Jet A-1 fuel with 17.5% aromatics content and 

370 ppm sulfur. The tests were conducted over a period of four days (March 23 – 26, 2015). The 



ambient conditions over the test days was relatively consistent ranging between 4 – 9 oC and a relative 

humidity of 61% – 81%. 

An 8-meter sample line at 160°C was used to transfer the aerosol from the Gnome engine exhaust to a 

catalytic stripper. A catalytic stripper (Catalytic Instruments, 25 LPM capacity) was placed upstream of 

the measurement system. For all measurements of volatility presented in this paper, this upstream 

catalytic stripper was either off or bypassed entirely. Only in the case of measuring the denuded 

effective density, the upstream catalytic stripper was set to 350°C to remove volatile material prior to 

measurement. A second heated sample line transferred the aerosol from the upstream catalytic stripper 

to a diluter (DI-1000; Dekati Ltd, dilution ratio 1:8) using particle-free zero grade nitrogen as the diluent. 

To remove relatively large particles from the sample, a 1 micron sharp-cut cyclone (Cambustion Ltd) was 

employed upstream of the diluter. After this, a 2-way splitter provided sample for the DMA-CPMA 

system, as well as other instruments. The penetration efficiency of the sampling lines from the Gnome 

engine to the DMA was calculated using the relationship by Gormley and Kennedy (1949) (see the 

supplementary information, SI). The size distributions shown in this work are an estimate of “engine-

out” emissions: the measured size distributions have been corrected for diffusional losses in the 

sampling lines and for dilution, however, no corrections have been applied for particle coagulation, 

which would affect the particle size distribution and distribution of volatile material within the aerosol. 

In the DMA-CPMA system, the sample aerosol is sent to a differential mobility analyzer (DMA; model 

3081, TSI Inc.), which classifies the sample by electrical mobility. The DMA classifies a narrow range of 

singly-charged particles near the mobility diameter of choice (25 to 250 nm in this study) as well as 

larger multiply-charged particles with the equivalent electrical mobility. As discussed in the 

supplementary information, the fraction of multiply-charged particles is relatively small (between 2 – 

11% of the particles depending on DMA setting) and the multiply-charged particles have little effect on 

determining the mass of the singly-charged particles in the CPMA measurements. From the DMA, the 

sample is then sent through either a catalytic stripper (Model CS015; Catalytic Instruments) heated to 

350 °C (with a residence time of ~0.5 s), or through an inactive stripper (Model CS015; Catalytic 

Instruments) at ambient temperature. The hot stripper removes volatile material from the sample, while 

the cold stripper leaves the sample unchanged. According to our operational definition of volatility, the 

volatile material is precisely the material which is removed at 350 °C in the hot catalytic stripper. 

To measure the volatile mass fraction, the particles are then sent through the centrifugal particle mass 

analyzer (Cambustion Ltd), which classifies the sample by mass-to-charge ratio (Olfert and Collings 

2005), and finally the number concentration of the particles is measured with a condensation particle 

counter (CPC; model 3776, TSI Inc.) with an aerosol flow of 1.5 L/min. The CPMA is stepped over a range 

of mass set points to determine the number of particles present at different masses at the specific 

mobility selected by the DMA; this data is used to determine the median mass of particles at the DMA 

mobility-equivalent diameter. The median mass is found by fitting the CPMA data with a log-normal 

distribution which minimizes the effect of multiply-charged particles (see the SI). The volatile mass 

fraction is defined as the fraction of volatile material contained in the particle,  



𝑓vm(𝑑m) = 1 − 𝑚D(𝑑m)𝑚U(𝑑m) , (1) 

where 𝑑m is the undenuded particle mobility diameter, 𝑚D is the median mass of the denuded particles, 

and 𝑚U is the median mass of the undenuded particles. Note that this measurement is independent of 

the particle losses in the hot or cold stripper, as particle losses in the strippers do not affect the median 

mass of the distribution measured by CPMA because the particles going through the strippers have the 

same mobility (Dickau et al., 2016). 

To measure the volatile particle number fraction, the sample aerosol is sent through the bypass line 

instead of the CPMA, and the number concentration is measured by the CPC. The volatile particle 

fraction (𝑓vp) is the fraction of particles in the aerosol that are only comprised of volatile material (i.e. a 

pure volatile particle), and is calculated for each particle size selected by the DMA by comparing the 

number concentrations of the denuded and undenuded particles; 

𝑓vp(𝑑m) = 1 − 𝑛D,s(𝑑m)𝑟pen(𝑑m) 𝑛U,s(𝑑m)  (2) 

where 𝑛D,s and 𝑛U,s are the measured number concentrations for the denuded and undenuded particle 

samples, and 𝑟pen is the ratio of the penetration efficiency of the hot catalytic stripper to the 

penetration efficiency of the ambient temperature catalytic stripper.  To do this accurately, the 

differences in penetration losses between the hot and cold strippers had to be characterized; this is 

done in Dickau et al. (2016). The advantage of using two identical strippers is that the penetration ratio 

will be close to 1 and thus the uncertainty in the penetration ratio will be small. As shown by Dickau et 

al. (2016) the penetration ratio ranges between 0.8 to 0.95 and depends on the size of the particle and 

the penetration ratio has an uncertainty of 3.3% (with 95% confidence). 

Measurements of the denuded effective density were made with the upstream catalytic stripper heated 

to 350°C, in order to remove all volatile material before measurement to determine the effective 

density of only the non-volatile component of the aerosol, which is expected to be predominately soot.  

The number distribution was also measured using a scanning mobility particle sizer: differential mobility 

analyzer (DMA; model 3081, TSI Inc.) with sheath flow of 15 L/min and a condensation particle counter 

(CPC; model 3776, TSI Inc.) with an aerosol flow of 1.5 L/min. The size distribution is calculated from this 

data using the inversion routine in the TSI AIM software (version 9), without diffusion and multiple-

charge correction.  

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and thermal-optical analysis (TOA) was also performed and 

these experimental procedures are described in the SI.  

3. Results 

3.1 Effective density: Relationship between particle mass and mobility 



The relationship between the particle mass and particle mobility must be known in order to calculate 

the mass distribution of an aerosol. The relationship between mass and moblity is often express with the 

effective density, which is defined as the mass of the particle divided by its mobility equivalent volume. 

For non-spherical particles, the effective density is a function of mobility diameter and is typically 

expressed as a power-law fit of experimental data (Park et al. 2003): 

𝜌eff(𝑑m) = 𝑚𝜋6 𝑑m3 = 𝐶 𝑑m𝐷m−3, (3) 

where C is a constant pre-factor and 𝐷m is the mass-mobility exponent. The effective density is 

determined by selecting particles with the DMA and measuring their mass with the CPMA. The effective 

density of the undenuded particulate for the Gnome engine is shown in Figure 2. In these experiments 

the catalytic strippers upstream and downstream of the DMA were not used and the measurements 

represent the effective density of the particles including any volatile material condensed on the surface. 

The power-law relationships based on the fit of the data are shown in the figure and these relationships 

are used to calculate the mass distributions shown in Section 3.2.2. The error bars in the figure (and all 

subsequent figures) represent 95% confidence intervals of the uncertainty in the measurement. The 

uncertainty analysis for all measurements is shown in the supplementary information. 

Figure 2 also shows a comparison of the effective densities measured for undenuded soot from the 

Gnome engine to that of undenuded soot from a CFM56-5B4/2P (Lobo et al. 2015) and a CFM56-7B26/3 

(Abegglen et al. 2015; Durdina et al. 2014). The dark shaded region is the range bounded by Abegglen et 

al. (2015) fit curves from 22% engine thrust (lower boundary) to 118% thrust (upper boundary). The light 

shaded region is the range bounded by Durdina et al. (2014) fit curves from 3% thrust (lower boundary) 

to 100% thrust (upper boundary). Undenuded effective densities measurements are sensitive to the 

sampling system used to condition the particles due to the effect volatile material has on the mass of 

the particles. Although volatile material tends to have material densities lower than soot, the presence 

of small amounts of volatile material on soot tends to increase the effective density of the particles by 

filling voids in the soot –– increasing the particle’s mass without measurably changing the particle’s 
mobility diameter (Ghazi et al. 2013). In the case of large amounts of volatile material, the mass of 

volatile material greatly outweighs the mass of soot, the particle becomes spherical, and the effective 

density approaches the material density of the volatile material.  

Lobo et al. (2015) used a similar dilution system (with dilution ratio of ~10) and their effective density 

data is similar to the measurements from the Gnome engine. On the other hand, Abegglen et al. (2015) 

and Durdina et al. (2015) did not dilute their sample for the majority of their tests but used a dryer to 

remove water from the aerosol. (In comparison tests, Durdina et al. (2015) found that at high thrust the 

effective densities of diluted and undiluted samples were similar). Abegglen et al. (2015) and Durdina et 

al. (2015) data overlap each other significantly, and for the most part they lie above the measurements 

from the Gnome engine and Lobo et al. (2015). The differences in the effective densities could be due to 

differences in the soot structure (i.e. primary particle size) due to differences in engine technologies or 

due to the amount of volatile material condensed on the surface of the soot which will also be a 

function of the particle sampling system used in each experiment.  



 

 

FIGURE 2: Comparison of the effective densities of undenuded Gnome engine particulate to that of a 

CFM56-5B4/2P turbine (Lobo et al. 2015) and a CFM56-7B26/3 (Abegglen et al. 2015, Durdina et al. 

2014). The constant C in the effective density functions has units of kg nm–𝐷𝑚. 

Effective density measurements were also conducted where the particulate was denuded upstream of 

the DMA. In this case, the effective density of the aggregate soot particles is determined which provides 

insight into thier morphology, and as the volatile material is removed from the soot, the measurement 

should be insensitive to the sampling system conditions allowing for a comparision between engine 

technologies. Figure 3 shows the effective density measurements for the Gnome engine soot at the 

13,000 RPM and 22,000 RPM settings with power-law fits to the data. The supplementary information 

contains tests that demonstrate the effectiveness of the upstream catalytic stripper to remove volatile 

material from the soot. The results show that essentially all (>95% by mass fraction) of the volatile 

material was removed from the soot. 

Systematic differences between the effective densities of denuded and undenuded soot are difficult to 

judge given the large uncertainties in the measurements (due to day-to-day variability in the 

experiment). For the 22,000 RPM setting, the denuded measurements are ~9% higher on average. For 

the 13,000 RPM setting, the effective density of particles denuded upstream of the DMA is on average 

15% lower than the density of the undenuded particles. Although the uncertainty is large, the reduction 

in the effective density of the particles may be due to the removal of volatile material which may have 

filled the voids in the soot (increasing particle mass with little change in the particle mobility). This is 

explored more fully in Section 3.2 which shows the mass fraction of volatile material condensed on the 

soot as a function of mobility size. 



Figure 3 also shows a comparison of the effective densities measured for denuded soot from the Gnome 

engine to that of denuded soot from a CFM56-5B4/2P turbine (Johnson et al. 2015) which is the only 

data in the literature with denuded effective density measurements of soot from a turbine.  The CFM56-

5B4/2P turbine has a double annular combustor. The data from the CFM56-5B4/2P turbine are at 

thrusts between 10 – 31% of maximum where the turbine is operating only with the pilot stage 

combustor and low local air-to-fuel ratios (Boies et al. 2015), and hence may not be typical of modern 

turbines. The densities measured for the Gnome engine decrease with increasing mobility diameter 

faster than Johnson’s data; however, the measurements are within ~20% of each other, even though the 

engine technology is substantially different. Johnson et al. (2015) found that the effective density of the 

soot increased slightly with increased thrust and the same trend is found on the Gnome turbine since 

the 22,000 RPM effective densities are greater than the 13,000 RPM measurements.  

Figure 3 also shows a shaded region representing effective densities measured from several internal 

combustion engines as compiled by Graves (2015). The Graves (2015) data is a plot of Eq (3) with 

C=0.131 kg m-2.49  and Dm = 2.49 with a shaded region (representing 27% of the fit) that contains 90% of 

the effective density measurements of denuded soot, or soot known to contain little volatile material, 

from several sources including: Diesel engines (Park et al. 2003; Maricq and Xu 2004; Olfert et al. 2007), 

gasoline direct injection engines (Momenimovahed and Olfert 2015; Quiros et al. 2015; Graves et al. 

2017), a port injected gasoline engine (Quiros et al. 2015), and a natural gas direct-injection 

compression-ignition engine (Graves et al. 2015). Several of these studies show that the effective 

density of denuded soot does systematically vary with engine conditions (e.g. power) and these changes 

tend to be typically less than 30%, while the effective density of undenuded engine soot can have much 

higher degrees of variability (e.g. Johnson et al. 2015; Momenimovahed and Olfert 2015; Graves et al. 

2015). There is little doubt that there are systematic differences in the morphologies of gas turbine and 

internal combustion engine soot; although, it is interesting that the Gnome and CFM56-5B4/2P engine 

soot denuded effective densities are broadly similar to soot from internal combustion engines. Future 

work is required to measure the denuded effective density of modern gas turbines. 



 

FIGURE 3: Comparison of the effective densities of denuded Gnome engine particulate to that of a 

CFM56-5B4/2P turbine (Johnson et al. 2015) and a summary of effective densities from a wide range of 

internal combustion engines (Graves, 2015). The constant C in the effective density functions has units of kg nm–𝐷𝑚. 

Systematic differences in the effective density of aggregate soot particles can be explained by 

differences in the size and number of the primary particles within the aggregate (Eggersdorfer et al. 

2012) and the scaling of primary particle size with aggregate size (smaller aggregates tend to have 

smaller primary particle sizes, Dastanpour and Rogak 2014). Primary particle size is an important 

parameter in understanding soot’s impact on climate and health as it has a strong influence on the light 

scattering, absorption, and surface area of a soot aggregate. As shown in Figure 3, the effective density 

of soot at 22,000 RPM is consistently higher than the soot at 13,000 RPM for a given mobility size, 

implying that the 22,000 RPM soot has a larger primary particle size. An increase in the primary particle 

size with increasing engine thrusts has also been observed by Liati et al. (2014) and Durdina et al. (2014).  

The surface-area mean (Sauter) primary particle diameter was calculated using the denuded effective 

density functions given in Figure 3 using the scaling relationship given by Eggersdorfer et al. (2012) and 

using scaling exponents given by Dastanpour et al. (2016) for soot (𝐷𝛼=1.1; 𝑘𝑎=1.13). Figure 4 shows the 

primary particle diameters calculated using these relationships which have an uncertainty of at least 

20% (Dastanpour et al. 2016). The figure shows that the primary particle size of the soot from the 

22,000 RPM condition has a larger primary particle diameter and this difference increases with an 

increase in aggregate mobility diameter. An analysis of primary particle diameter was also conducted 

using transmission electron microscopy (TEM). The mean projected-area equivalent primary particle 

diameter was found to be 17.2 nm (with a standard deviation of =3.5 nm and sample size of n=61 

randomly selected primary particles in several randomly selected aggregates) at 13,000 RPM; and 21.5 

nm (=5.3 nm, n=50) at 22,000 RPM. Although these numbers are difficult to compare to the DMA-



CPMA analysis, the TEM analysis also suggests that the mean primary particle size is larger at 22,000 

RPM. 

The inset of Figure 3 shows the number of primary particles contained in each aggregate as a function 

aggregate mobility diameter calculated using the relationships of Eggersdorfer et al. (2012) and 

Dastanpour et al. (2016) described above. Since the diameter of the primary particles decreases with the 

size of the aggregate, even small aggregates may contain several primary particles. The figure shows 

that even for the smallest aggregates studied by DMA-CPMA analysis (25 nm at 13, 000 RPM; and 35 nm 

at 22, 000 RPM), there are approximately 10 primary particles, which suggests there is void space into 

which volatile material can condense. This explains why the effective density of undenuded soot at 

13,000 RPM can be higher than the denuded soot even for small aggregates. 

 

FIGURE 4: Surface-area mean diameter of the primary particles forming the aggregates as a function of 

the mobility diameter of the aggregate particles. The inset shows the average number of primary 

particles (Npp) in each aggregate as a function of aggregate mobility diameter. 

3.2 Volatility Measurements 

In the following sections volatility measurements from the Gnome helicopter engine are presented as a 

demonstration. As noted above, the amount of semi-volatile material measured in the particle-phase 

will not only be a function of the engine operating conditions, but also the sampling system. Factors 

such as dilution ratio, sample line temperature, and residence time are all expected to affect the 

partitioning of semi-volatile material into the gas or aerosol phase. As the sampling conditions used here 

are quite different from natural atmospheric processes, it is not expected that the volatility 

measurements would be reflective of particle emissions in the atmosphere. Nevertheless, the sampling 

system used here is similar in some ways to the AIR6241 system which is characterized by low dilution 

ratios and long heated sampling lines. The measurements shown below describe how the semi-volatile 

aerosol material is distributed within the aerosol, i.e., either as independent, purely volatile particles or 

as volatile material condensed on the surface of non-volatile particle. This provides some insight into 

their formation. 

3.2.1 Volatile Particle Number Fraction and Number Distributions 
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Figure 5 shows the volatile number fractions of the Gnome engine particle emissions, at 13,000 RPM 

and 22,000 RPM (i.e. the number fraction of purely volatile particles as a function of mobility diameter). 

For the soot at 13,000 RPM, the volatile number fraction was over 40% for 13 nm particles, decreasing 

down to around 5% for large particles.  The soot at 22,000 RPM has volatile number fractions around 5-

10%, showing a slight decrease with increasing particle size. Approximately 5% of the particles greater 

than 50 nm at both engine settings were measured to be volatile although this is close to the 

uncertainty level of the method as seen by the error bars. 

  

FIGURE 5: Volatile particle number fraction as a function of particle mobility diameter for particulate 

from a Gnome engine at 22,000 RPM and 13,000 RPM.  

As a demonstration, the volatile particle fraction is used to calculate the number distributions of the 

particulate segregated in terms of particle that are only composed of volatile material (labelled ‘pure 
volatile’ in the figure legend) or particles that contain at least some non-volatile material (‘Non-

volatile’). These distributions are calculated from the total size distribution measured by the SMPS 

(using one SMPS measurement as an demonstration), 
d𝑁d log 𝑑m (𝑑m), and the volatile particle fractions, 𝑓vp(𝑑m), shown in Figure 6.  Specifically, the number distribution of particles that contain a non-volatile 

component, d𝑁nv d log 𝑑m⁄ , is; d𝑁nvd log 𝑑m (𝑑m) = (1 − 𝑓vp(𝑑m)) d𝑁d log 𝑑m (𝑑m) 
(4) 

 

  

and the number distribution of particles that are solely volatile, d𝑁v d ln 𝑑m⁄ , is; d𝑁vd log 𝑑m (𝑑m) = 𝑓vp(𝑑m) d𝑁d log 𝑑m (𝑑m). (5) 
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FIGURE 6: Number distributions of Gnome engine particulate from a) the 13,000 RPM condition and b) 

the 22,000 RPM condition, showing the number distribution of particles only consisting of volatile 

material (Eq. 5; ‘Pure volatile’ in the legend), the number distribution of particles containing volatile 
material (Eq. 4; ‘Non-volatile’), and the number distribution of the total aerosol (‘Total concentration’). 

Figure 6 shows that vast majority of the particles emitted by the engine contain non-volatile material. 

The figures reveal a small amount of pure volatile particles above 50 nm for each engine setting; 

however, as shown in Figure 5 this is close to the uncertainty in the measurement and may simply be 

experimental error. At the 13,000 RPM setting, there is a small, but measurable, amount of purely 

volatile particles below 25 nm. Purely volatile nucleation mode particles have been observed in aircraft 

exhaust, but they generally have a size less than 20 nm (Wey et al. 2006). 

  



3.2.2 Volatile Mass Fraction and Mass Distributions 

 

FIGURE 7: Volatile mass fraction as a function of particle mobility diameter for particulate from a Gnome 

engine at 22,000 RPM and 13,000 RPM.  

Figure 7 shows the volatile mass fractions of the Gnome engine particles, at 13,000 RPM and 22,000 

RPM. At 13,000 RPM, the particles have volatile mass fractions in the range of 6-12%, gradually 

decreasing with increasing size. An uncertainty analysis is shown in the supplementary information 

which shows that the large confidence intervals is due to a low sample size and measurement 

uncertainty and also day-to-day variability of the experiment which was measured in three tests over 

three days.  

A decreasing trend in volatile mass fraction as a function of mobility-equivalent diameter has also been 

observed for particles from diesel engines (Sakurai et al. 2003; Ristimäki et al. 2007), gasoline direct 

injection engines (Momenimovahed and Olfert 2015), a natural gas direct-injection compression-ignition 

engine (Graves et al., 2015), as well as pre-mixed flames (e.g. McKenna burner; Ghazi et al. 2013) and 

diffusion flames (e.g. mini-CAST; Dickau et al. 2016). As shown by Ristimäki et al. (2007) a decreasing 

trend in volatile mass fraction at 13,000 RPM is expected if the volatile material condensed on the soot 

through condensational growth. Condensational growth requires supersaturation of the volatile species 

which would be expected as the exhaust cools in the sample line if the concentration of volatile species 

in the exhaust was sufficiently high. 

The soot at 22,000 RPM has volatile mass fractions ranging around 1-5% without any apparent trend 

with respect to particle size. A small size-independent volatile mass fraction is expected if the main 

phenomena resulting in mass transfer to the soot was due to physical adsorption as shown by Ristimäki 

et al. (2007). In this case, supersaturation is not necessary and adsorption may take place within the hot 
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exhaust. Another factor may be particle coagulation in the sampling lines. Purely volatile particles in the 

sampling lines may coagulate with non-volatile particles to form mixed particles. 

 

FIGURE 8: Mass distributions of Gnome engine particulate from a) the 13,000 RPM condition and b) the 

22,000 RPM condition, showing the mass distribution of the components as a function of the mobility of 

the undenuded particles, including the mass distribution of particles only consisting of volatile material 

(Eq. 8; ‘Pure volatile’ in the legend), the mass distribution volatile material condensed on the surface of 

non-volatile material (Eq. 7; ‘Condensed volatile’), the mass distribution of volatile material condensed 
on the surface of non-volatile material (Eq. 7; ‘Condensed volatile’), the mass distribution of non-volatile 

material (Eq. 6; ‘Non-volatile’), and the mass distribution of the total aerosol (‘Total concentration’). 

In Figure 8, the mass distributions are calculated from the total size distribution measured by the SMPS, d𝑁d log 𝑑m (𝑑m), the volatile mass fractions 𝑓vm(𝑑m) shown in Figure 7, and the mass of the particles from 

the effective density measurement shown in Figure 2. The mass distribution of the non-volatile 

component of the aerosol as a function of the undenuded mobility diameter is; d𝑀nvd log 𝑑m (𝑑m) = (1 − 𝑓vm(𝑑m)) 𝜋6 𝑑m3 𝜌eff(𝑑m) (1 − 𝑓vp(𝑑m)) d𝑁d log 𝑑m (𝑑m) 

 

(6) 

 

where the term 
𝜋6 𝑑m3 𝜌eff(𝑑m) is the median mass of the particles that contain both volatile and non-

volatile material and is determined from the functions shown in Figure 2. The mass distribution of the 

volatile component condensed on non-volatile particles is, d𝑀condd log 𝑑m (𝑑m) = 𝑓vm(𝑑m) 𝜋6 𝑑m3 𝜌eff(𝑑m) (1 − 𝑓vp(𝑑m)) d𝑁d log 𝑑m (𝑑m) 

 

(7) 

 

And the mass distribution of the purely volatile particles is, 
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d𝑀pured log 𝑑m (𝑑m) = 𝜋6 𝑑m3 𝜌vol𝑓vp(𝑑m) d𝑁d log 𝑑m (𝑑m) 

 

(8) 

 

where the term 
𝜋6 𝑑m3 𝜌vol is the mass of the pure volatile particles. Theoretically, the mass of the pure 

volatile particles would be measured in the DMA-CPMA system. However, if the concentration of the 

pure volatile particle is small with respect to the concentration of the particles containing both species 

(which is the case here) or if the effective densities of the purely volatile particles and multi-component 

particles is similar, then the mass of the pure volatile particles cannot be resolved with the DMA-CPMA 

system (see Dickau et al. 2016 for details). Therefore, we have assumed that the density of the pure 

volatile particles is 1000 kg/m3, which is near the density of mixtures of aliphatic and polycyclic aromatic 

hydrocarbons and other volatile material (Slowik et al. 2007). As the mass fraction of pure volatile 

particles is small (see Table 1), this assumption introduces little error into the total mass concentration. 

Table 1: Total mass fractions for the different components of the particulate at different engine 

conditions 

 22,000 RPM 13,000 RPM 

Non-volatile component 85% 82% 

Volatile component condensed 

on non-volatile particles 

3% 7% 

Pure volatile particles 12% 11% 

These curves can be integrated to give the total mass fractions for each component of the particulate, as 

shown in Table 1. Both mass distributions show that the majority of the mass of the particulate is in the 

non-volatile component. Furthermore, the particulate from the 22,000 RPM setting shows only a very 

small proportion (3% by mass) of volatile material attached to non-volatile particles. There is a 

measureable mass of pure volatile particles at both engine conditions. For the 13,000 RPM setting, there 

is a measureable amount volatile material attached to non-volatile particles (7% by mass), and again 

some purely volatile particles. The primary difference between the two conditions is the increased 

amount of volatile material attached to non-volatile particles in the 13,000 RPM setting. It is important 

to note that although the 13,000 RPM condition contains a significantly higher volatile mass fraction and 

volatile particle number fraction, this makes very little difference in the total volatile to non-volatile 

mass ratio. This is because the additional volatile material occurs at smaller particle sizes which 

contribute very little to the total mass concentration.  

Nine filters for thermal-optical analysis were also taken at 22,000 RPM to compare to the relative mass 

concentrations measured by the DMA-CPMA system. The thermal-optical analysis found that the 

relative proportion of organic carbon to total carbon (organic carbon and elemental carbon) was 

0.200.11. Assuming that all non-volatile material is elemental carbon and that all volatile material is 

organic carbon, the DMA-CPMA system measures 0.15 (Table 1) which agrees reasonably well to the 

thermal-optical analysis given the relatively large uncertainties in both methods when the proportion of 

volatile material or organic carbon is small. 



4. Conclusion 

Effective density measurements of denuded soot provide insight into the morphology of the soot 

aggregates. Although the denuded effective densities of the Gnome particulate did depend on shaft 

speed, they were similar (within approximately 20%) to those found by Johnson et al. (2015) for a gas 

turbine with a double annular combustor. The denuded effective densities are also similar (within 

approximately 30%) with effective densities from a wide range of internal combustion engines. Future 

work is needed to measure the denuded effective density of modern gas turbines. Perhaps a single 

effective density relationship could be used to estimate denuded effective densities if direct 

measurement were not possible.  

It was also demonstrated how the DMA-CPMA system can be used to determine the volatility of particle 

emissions sampled from a gas turbine. It was shown that the system can measure non-volatile particle 

number and mass concentrations, which AIR6241-compliant instruments also measure, but with the 

added benefit of also measuring volatile number and mass concentrations as well as providing mass and 

number concentrations on a size-segregated basis. The DMA-CPMA system would not be appropriate for 

regulatory measurement as it is not a real-time measurement system; however, the measurements 

maybe useful for research applications such as characterizing the distribution of volatile material in the 

particulate (e.g. nucleation-mode particles vs. particles coated with volatile material), measuring the 

volatile coating on soot particles (e.g. to investigate if coating affects measurements by AIR6241-

compliant mass instruments), characterizing dilution or sample-line temperature effects on particle 

volatility, or others. 
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